
Valerie and Steven Adams…. Lansdowne 
● Please note that in this scene some children have two roles. I’ve highlighted their names 

in green 
● There is a cost attached to the Cheerleader skirts and singlet tops 

 
Basketballers  
        
James,  Fynn, Mahe, Austin, Seth, Isaac, Tom, Cyrus, Manaia, Kieran M   
These boys are all a team so I have a set of basketball singlets organised for them. 
Black or navy  basketball type shorts 
Sports shoes 
James and Tom need a black hoodie as well. 
 
Coach 
Kieran Broderick 
Tracksuit (any colour) , cap, sports shoes 
 
 
Shotputters 
 
Summer  
Black singlet.  Black knee length bike pant shorts, sneakers  
Charlotte and Erinn 
Red singlet top. Black knee length bike pant shorts, sneakers  
 
Medal Presenters 
 
Mia, Jennifer, Leah, Gabi 
White singlet (this will also be worn as cheerleaders and has been purchased), cardigan (any colour), 
black bike pants (also worn as cheerleaders), sneakers 
 
Cheerleaders  
 
Mia, Jennifer, Leah, Gabi, Summer, Charlotte, Erinn, Ella, Riley, Glesni, Amy 
Tutu skirt and white singlet top (these have been purchased. Please pay $10 to Pam in the office), white 
socks and sneakers (any colour, though white would be great!)  
Black knee-length bike pants.  
I’ll buy ribbons for pigtails in their hair! 
 
Sports Presenters 
 
Kieran Mayo 
Long sleeve shirt, black pants 
Amy 
A dress appropriate for a tv presenter (easy to slip off though as quick change into cheerleader gear!) 
 
 
 



Napolean…. Lansdowne 
 

Napolean and Army  
Fynn, Mahe, Kieran Mayo, James 
Napoleonic military costume! 
Something along the lines of this, though Fynn is the only one needing the hat.The long boots could be 
gumboots.  
 
Duke of Wellington 
Amy 
Something like this (with boots!)  
 
 
 
 
Disco Dancers 
 
Charlotte, Gabi, Riley, Jennifer, Summer, Glesni, Mia, Leah, Erinn 
Dancing to Abba’s Waterloo, so…. A disco/ Abba outfit please! 
Hair will be in pigtails for both scenes, so no head wear necessary 
 
Countrymen 
Austin, Seth, Isaac, Kieran B, Manaia, Tom 
Plain white tee shirt, long black pants, sneakers 
 
 
 
 
Please name all clothing and bring all costumes in to Moutere in a 
named plastic bag by  
Thanks so much for your support 
 Jenny Austin 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


